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chiaki kuriyama, the demon mode is dominant here and indicates a predisposition to cruelty, mistrust and to l'esprit d'escalier: you are an unpredictable and sometimes angry person, who always has a sense of humor, and you would do anything to secure your happiness. you were probably brought up by a very
austere and strict mother, so you grew up like a warrior, hardened, sickening, with a need for revenge. chiaki kuriyama, the cardinal mode is dominant here and indicates a predisposition to action, and more exactly, to impulsion and to undertake: you are very keen to implement the plans you have in mind, to get

things going and to create them. this is the most important aspect that inspires enthusiasm and adrenalin in you, without which you can grow weary rapidly. you are individualistic (maybe too much) and assertive. you let others strengthen and improve the constructions which you built with fervour. of all the cardinal
modes, this one is the most positive one. it is about development, it is about planting and investing in a certain strategy; you aim for prudence and moderation. it is a very active mode, full of energy and optimism. you can envisage anything. you act by intuition and have the ability to concentrate and to stay on
course. you are diligent and determined. your spouse will reassure you and make sure that you do not waste time. you are not always aware that you are so strong and gifted, but people depend on your energy and your creativity. chiaki kuriyama, this is the quintile mode and expresses action, resoluteness and

determination. your will is clear, admirable, and it does not admit any hesitation, nor any vacillation. this major mode is usually associated with the highest of ambitions, to an even greater degree than the cardinal one. you work hard, but without any sense of fatigue. your goal is to achieve, and this drives you; the
rest is secondary. you can also be patient and you do not need to hurry, because the outcome will justify your efforts in the end. however, you can also be really worried and take on the world in order to achieve your goals. sexuality is a matter of course for you, you can manage your partner's desire without difficulty.
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chiaki kuriyama, the quintile mode is about decision, perseverance and determination. your will is firm, but not rigid. your strength is determined and even you can be overcome by your emotions. your life is far from being ordinary, there is an outstanding quality which gives your acts their personality and their
meaning. if you are satisfied, you can put up with no one or anything. however, if you are not content, it is your will that counts, and it is in your hands that the final goal is attained. you are impulsive, spontaneous, and your emotions dominate you. there is always a sense of urgency for you: it takes all your energy to

satisfy your needs, but you do not have the time to be bored. your sexual demands are not as important as creating your life, your life in which you are more than ever sure of your place. in your relationships, a strong sense of equilibrium and of harmony is essential. chiaki kuriyama, the quintile mode is about
decision, perseverance and determination. your will is firm, but not rigid. your strength is determined and even you can be overcome by your emotions. your life is far from being ordinary, there is an outstanding quality which gives your acts their personality and their meaning. if you are satisfied, you can put up with

no one or anything. chiaki's career was faltering, however, and by the time of her film debut she was only fifteen. she had been featured in pen doku as a child model, and for the year 1999, she was the youngest and the only female actor to make the list of toho best ten that year. her debut film was tao kaneda,
akuma no hana no shitsumon in 1999. she played the main character's daughter in the story of a child in conflict with her mother. 5ec8ef588b
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